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EXCEL
•
gains
new

leadership
by April Mower
Staff reporter

And the walls came tumbling down
The new Safeway looms behind the crumpled remains of the prior Safeway
building. The demolition of the old building is making room for a new parking lot.
This process is expected to be finished by the end of the month.

After seven years as Central's
Director of Admissions, Bill Swain
has moved on to what lie considers
the reason he started in the education
profession. Swain, who was a
Central English instructor for ten
years, returns to the classroom as a
coordinator of the EXCEL program
at Ellensburg alternative high
school.
"I was spending more time with
paper, and less time with kids,"
Swain said.
Swain replaced Bob Marjerrison,
who recently left to organize a government school in Kazakhstan.
EXCEL is a partnership program
between the Ellensburg School
District and Central. Its mission is

See EXCEL, Page 4

Central faces accreditation process
by Krissie Hughes
Staff reporter
An upcoming accreditation procedure will determine if Central will
remain an accredited Washington
university.
Central will undergo an accreditation review Monday, Oct. 18 through
Friday, Oct. 22 in order to make sure
the university is keeping up with regulated standards.
A board of Central faculty and
administration has spent the past two
years reviewing all aspects of the

university to look for good and bad
qualities surrouuding the university.
The board has paid special attention to areas where Central excels
and areas that need improvement.
After finishing the review, the
board presented a report to the
Northwest Association of Schools
and Colleges (NASC), the group
which accredits colleges and universities throughout the northwest.
Receiving the report, the NASC
composed a team of representatives
of various northwest universities to
conduct a basic review to ensure all

information in the report is accurate.
When the review is completed, they
will write a report, making recommendcitions and commendations.
The NASC report will give
details regarding report by Central's
board and presentation during the
visit.
When completed, the NASC will
read the final report and decide
whether Central will receive accreditation.
NASC accreditation means that
the organization recognizes "educational institutions for performance,

integrity, and quality that entitles
them to the confidence of the educational community and the public."
This review is conducted every
ten years and is required of all public
colleges and universities in order to
receive regional accreditation.
Central last received and passed an
accreditation review in 1989 and an
interim review in 1994.
Without accreditation, financial
assistance from the state will cease,

See Al D, Page 4

Glover criticizes Locke's BOT appointment
by Nao Miura
Asst. news editor
Breaking a tradition of having at
least one trustee from the Ellensburg
area on Central's Board of Trustees,
Gov. Gary Locke appointed Nadine
Romero of Olympia as the new
trustee. Locke's decision has come
under criticism from Fritz Glover,
former trustee and local orchardist.
Locke announced the appointment of Romero to the BOT, replac-

ing Glover, whose term expired Sept.
30.
Before Glover's term ended, five
of the eigh~ trustees were from the
West Side, and Glover was the only
trustee from Ellensburg. Now that
Romero has been appointed, six of
the BOT members are from the West
Side.
Glover said it is a mistake not to
have a member of the local community on the BOT.
"The effects of university policies

on the citizens of this small community and the region are tremendous,"
Glover said. "Input from a local
trustee can help the board address
subjects of local concern before they
become major problems for the university."
Glover said one of the benefits of
having a local trustee is that he or she
can easily attend university events.
"That attendance demonstrates
the board's involvement, commitment, and support for university

actmt1es, students and employees,
resulting in a positive effect upon
campus climate,'' he said.
According to "The First 75
Years," a book on Central's history
by Samuel R. Mohler, "It has been
the custom for at least one member
of the Board to be a resident of
Ellensburg, and for most years, that
person has been chairman."

See TRUSTEE, Page 5
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Campus
Cops
Oct. 4, 10:55 a.m.
Parking enforcement officers
discovered a forged parking permit while conducting a routine
cG.~ck of parking permits.
Officers spotted the fictitious
permit in a 1993 Honda Civic
parked in the Q-14 parking lot.
'The owner was contacted and
confessed to forging the parking
pass.
Officers gave the offender a
$100 fine and a referral to the
office of Student Affairs.
The owner was also warned
that the offense was a felony.

zines_at Wilson Hall. The man had
no business license or permission
from the university to solicit materials.
"Our experience with in di victuals that try to sell door to door is
that there is a 50 percent chance of
getting the magazines," Steve
Rittereiser, Central police chief.
"In some cases they have aggressive techniques to get invited into
homes and steal property."
The university does not allow
solicitation on campus and anyone
found doing so should be reported
to the police.

Oct. 4, 2:11 p.m.
The 1997 Ford Taurus issued
to the interim president was found
by grounds staff missing its antenna.
The damage occun-ed at the
president's residence and the damage is estimated at $10.

Oct. 8, 3:01 p.m.
A 19 year-old female reported
her ski equipment bag was stolen
out of a truck that she was using to
move her belongings. The truck
was parked outside of Quigley
Hall.

Oct. 4, 5:15 p.m.
A bike, belonging to a 19-yearold female, was stolen from the
Carmody-Munro bike rack.
Oct. 5, 10: 15 a.m.
A faulty smoke detector in
Shaw-Smyser set off the fire
alarm~

Ellensburg fire fighters and
campus police responded to the
alarm and reset the system.

Oct. 7, 3:27 p.m.
A 21-year-old male from Ohio
was contacted by police after complaints that he was selling maga-

Oct. 9, 1:30 a.m.
A 19-year-old, and two 18year-old men were given MIPs
after police responded to a noise
complaint in Beck Hall.
Officers found a door open
with beer cans and bottles strewn
around the room. The occupants
smelled of alcohol and were
noticeable intoxicated.
Oct. 9, 9:05 a.m.
The concession stand at
Tomlinson Field was found with
the door open. The door had been
forced open. Dining Services was
contacted but could not determine
if anything was taken

Ashley Rotondo/ Observer

Students and residents gathered in the SUB Ballroom to raise money for the Ellensburg
Pregnancy Care Center. Volunteer Lauri Johnson looks at post-abortion information.

Pregnancy center raises funds
by Jessica Terrel
Asst. copy editor
Ellensburg Pregnancy Care
Center (EPCC) held the fifth annual
fund-raising dessert Oct. 7 in the
SUB Ballroom under the theme, 'A
Journey of Hope.'
Since its opening in 1995, the
center has served 1,400 clients of
which 50 percent are Central students. ·EPCC director Judy Phelps
said the number of staff, volunteers
and programs has increased, and the
center has outgrown its present facility. Plans are in the works to construct a new building.
EPCC is a nonprofit organization
with free services. The center offers
pregnancy tests, a 24-hour hotline
and maternity items. Practical assistance for women and men facing
unwanted pregnancies or post-abortion grief is also offered.
"The fund-raisers we have serve

as a dual purpose, to raise money for
our center's needs and to raise the
awareness of the community,"
Phelps said.
Sonya Kaye, Christian recording
artist from Seattle, sang "Hands of
Mercy," as a personal testimony to
post-abortion healing at the fundraising dessert.
"I can help people with my own
experience of having an abortion,
and they can relate to me as I sing,"
Kaye said.
Kaye said she records her songs
to comfort people who have gone
through abortion.
Donna Ullman, Farrell Merit
Scholarship recipient and senior
majoring in art at Central, featured
her artwork titled "Aspects of
Choice" for the evening.
"I am very much against abortion," Ullman said. "A terrible toll is
caused emotionally with abortions
and hidden costs are being dealt

with."
Laurie Johnson, volunteer for
EPCC, ~poke on the Post Abortion
Counseling and Education (PACE)
support group. Johnson directs the
group meetings in a 12-week session
for people who have experienced
abortion.
"We look at forgiving the other
person, forgiving yourself and letting
go of the pain inside," Johnson said.
Julie Dillion, newest staff member at EPCC, talked about a new program, Abstinence-Character-HealthIn timacy-Excellence-Vi sionEducation (ACHIEVE), at Central
and the county's public schools.
The program includes materials and
teachings on healthy options and
abstinence.
"I want to bring teenagers and
others hope, along with high expectations for the future and to teach
skills needed to make good choices,"
Dillion said.
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Challenge?
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Start your career off on the right foot by enrolling in the Air Force
Officer Training School. There you will become a commissioned
officer in just 12 weeks. From the start you'll enjoy great pay,
complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation each year,
plus the opportunity to travel and
AIM HIGH
see the world. To discover how high
-AIR-~ a career in the Air Force can take
-lalCE~ you, call 1-800-423-USAF. or visit
our website at www.airforce.com
www.airforce.com
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314
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e. 4th.
Wa. 925-9080

Open l:ucs-Sdz- 11:00-7:00

Visit our local branch to sign up for the Student Combo and receive a free T-shirt:
104 E4th Ave.
Free T-shirt offer ends 11/1/99.
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Library interior gets overhauled
The Library is undergoing some internal changes. The lighting, heating and air conditioning and wiring will be
revamped. A new elevator will be installed in the empty elevator shaft at the south side of the building. The present elevator will be upgraded to provide more reliable service. All work should be completed by the new year.
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Search committee refines its
vision for the ideal president
by Daren Schuettpelz
News editor
As Central trudges through the
quarter, the presidential search committee plunges deeper and deeper
into the pool of candidates for the
permanent president position.
The committee met last Friday to
hammer out the details of the
process. The committee is composed
of faculty, administrators, trustees
and students and is chaired by psychology professor Roger Fouts.
Interim President James "Dolph"
Norton began the meeting with a few
· words of encouragement and
answered questions.
"You're at the Lord's work here,"
Norton said. "You will set the direction of the institution for a long time
to come."
Norton offered his advice on what
he would look for in the applicants.

· · "I would look for anything that
indicates experience iri doing something different," Norton said.
The committee, not being.without
some levity had quite a few jokes to
crack. Norton explained that at one
institution, he served longer as interim than the permanent president
remained. Geography Chair Morris
Uebelacker joked about the applications and his involvement with them.
"I stare at those things, and I
don't know what the hell to do,"
Uebelacker said.
Djordje Popovic, one of the student representatives, asked Norton
what kind of president Central needs.
"This university needs someone
who can rally the entire community
to be ambitious," Norton said, "to
have a person who really believes in
higher education and not be embarrassed to ask for money."
The committee is still in the

''You will set
the direction
of the
institution for
a long time
to come. ' '
-fames "Dolph" Norton
process of accepting applications.
Fouts said he was a little concerned
about the first six because they were
not up to par with his expectations.
For the Oct. 22 meeting the members of the committee are to have
narrowed the field of applicants to
their top 10 choices.
James Pappas, vice president for

11111-

enrollment management, was mentioned as one of the candidates during discussion about an internal candidate meeting with the other candidates. The committee will not officially reveal any of the names until
they have been contacted and agree
to be candidates.
The committee chose to start with
phone interviews, and not video
links with the candidates.
"I don't want to video anything
with the track record this campus has
with technology," Uebelacker said.
The committee also discussed
how to "woo" the.prospective candidates to fall in love with Central. The
committee plans to bring the final
candidates to Central sometime at
the beginning of the calendar year.
The candidates will have a
chance to talk with the vice presidents, chairs, deans, faculty, staff and
students when they visit.
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EXCEL students (left to right), Stephanie Nowak, Eli Young, Sonya Dunning, Natalya Nowak, Becca Harrison, Matt
Mabry work on an electric bike. Bill Swain is now the coordinator of the program and a teacher.

EXCEL: Swain returns to first love
Continued from Page 1
to provide an education for students
whose learning styles and educational needs can be met more efficiently
in an environment that provides selfpaced, individualized instruction.
Swain's role is to teach classes,
develop curriculum, write grant proposals, and "model life skills" for the
35-40 students.
"This program is one of choice
and privilege; an option when a stu-

dent feels as though the traditional
high school environment isn't working for them," Swain said.
Swain is still trying to adjust to
his surroundings and said things are
beginning to fall into place. Denver
Monaghan, a first year student in
EXCEL, said he enjoys Swain's
approach to teaching.
"Bill took the time to get to know
us and was interested in the way we
liked to learn," Monaghan said.
Natasha Nowak, also a first year

student, enjoys the responsibility of
Swain said he wants to continue
-to make adjustments to the program,
this program.
"It's not just the easy way out, so the students get the greatest eduyou do the work for your own bene- cational opportunity.
fit. It's what you make of it," Nowak
A few of the courses offered at
said.
EXCEL include architectural design,
Nowak and other students in the art, consumer math, U.S. history,
program are able to get work done at computer applications and Running
their own pace.
Start.
"I'm trying to get two years of
"On any given day it's trying for
work finished in one year. It's hard, all of us," Swain said. "But you go
but we get a lot of one-on-one help home feeling good about the day and
and encouragement," Nowak said.
yourself."

1

.

AID: Team will take comments from students·
Continued from Page 1
causing the university to lose its
financial aid programs.
Approximately 72 to 75 percent
of Central's entire student body is
dependent on financial aid and will
be looking for other forms of financing their education if this accreditation process is not found in Central's
favor.
The university will be rated by
nine set standards: Mission and
Goals, Planning and Effectiveness;

Educational Program and Its
Effectiveness; Students; Faculty;
Library and Information Resources;
Governance and Administration;
Finance; Physical Resources; and
Institutional Integrity. .
Some of these areas are more
important and will be more focused
than others.
The team will pay specific attention to any signs of financial mismanagement, unqualified faculty,
and the number of classes taught by
adjunct faculty.
While it is rare any university is

fully perfect, the board will look for
an equal balance of good and poor
attributes.
"I have every faith that we will be
reaccredited," Executive Director of
the NASC Accreditation Process
Libby Street said. "I want the team to
acknowledge that we are doing very
many good things in very many
areas."
Throughout the basic review, the
NASC team will be interviewing
staff, students, faculty and administration in order to gain a better idea
on how Central operates and how

people who work and learn here view
the educational community.
The team will include reactions
from students and staff in their report
and will use the information in making a decision on whether to reaccreditate Central.
Street said the Central team has
written a very thorough report, and
she is positive Central will be accredited as it deserves to be.
"I believe that our university
deserves accreditation on a basis of
who we are," Street said.
In the event a university is found

to be inadequate, the NASC will first
give warnings to the university to
clean up its behavior and educational
~ogram~

The NASC will then begin conducting focused interim visits and
possibly put the school on a probational status.
Street said this is not going to
happen, but it is very important for
Central students, faculty, staff and
administration to know the procedures and repercussions from this
~ccreditation process.
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The National Young Leaders Conference, Washington, DC
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The National Youth Leadership Forums
on Law, Medicine or Defense

If you are a first or second year student, there is a
prestigious on-campus leadership opportunity we
have been asked to discuss with you.
Please call Toll Free at 1-877-282-4952 no later than
October 22, 1999 and ask to speak with one of the
program co-founders: Barbara or Richard
. . . .. . . . . . ..
..

Hair Design and Body Tanning
The PLACE TO GO for all of your Haircare &Tanning needs.
Featuring:

• Facial Waxing
•Haircuts
• Ear Piercing
•Perms
•Manicures/ Pedicures
•Foils
• 5 Tanning Beds
and a friendly, highly trained staff
Walk ins always welcome
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925-2320
for an appt.
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Trustee:· Glover pushes for local trustee
Continued from Page 1
Nick French, student trustee, said
it is a two-sided story.
"As a trustee, it's not only representing the community, but also representing Was.hington state," French
said. "But it is a little unfortunate that
we don't have community aspects
anymore."
Trustee Judy Yu said trustees represent all citizens of the state and she
does not believe any seat is designated to any one constituent group.
"I do expect the board to take
great care in outreaching to the local
Ellensburg community, so that we
are aware of and sensitive to their
issues," Yu said.
The Daily Record reported Locke

stands firm on his decision, saying
diverse population in the university
board is important. He noted
Romero's excellent academic credentials and her strong interest in
higher education.
Romero is a senior associate
hydrogeologist/geochemist in the
Olympia.
"I thought how fortunate it is for
us to have a person with so much
knowledge like her," Linda Beath,
chair of faculty senate, said.
Glover said Locke's statement,
based on a desire to promote diversity, was neither accurate nor complete.
"I believe that diversity should
include such factors as experience,
economic position, ethnicity and
place of residence," Glover said.

photo courtesy of University Relations

Out with the old and in with the new. Fritz Glover (left)
replaced by Nadine Romero (right) after his term expired.
Debate has ensued over th€ need for a local trustee.

S&A convenes to tackle this year's issues
by Daren Schuettpelz
News editor

The Services and Activities
Committee (S&A), which suffered
attacks after deciding to cut funding
to academic projects last year, has
convened with new leadership and
new issues.
"It's a good committee for students, even though it can be a real
tough process," Joe Antonich, director of financial services and financial
advisor to the committee, said.
The committee met for the first
time this year last Friday. ·sophomore

Shawn Palmer was voted into the
position chair's by the five student ·
members of the committee. There
were no voting faculty members present at the meeting. Shawnte
Pearson, a senior public relations
major, was voted into the vice chair's
position. Both the chair and vice
chair are student positions.
The S&A Committee is made up
of six voting student members, three
voting faculty members and three
advisors who do not vote.
"There's a real hankering for student involvement on campus,"
Palmer said. ~'We need to take the

Newsfromyour

••

bull by the horns and make a difference."
The faculty line-up has changed
as well. Japanese professor Josh
NelsQD had to leave the committee
because he is now the faculty senate
chair-elect.
The faculty senate will appoint
someone for the position at the Oct.
13 meeting. The new interim dean of
Graduate Studies and Research
Richard Mack will be on the committee as an adviser ·replacing Duncan
Perry.
$79 of each student's tuition goes
to the S&A Committee budget. The

committee decides how the money
will be allocated biannually.
"We want students to have a decision on how their money is used,"
Sarah Shumate, vice president for
student affairs and adviser to the
committee, said.
The committee's decision to
phase out funding for academic programs prompted several meetings
with the music and theatre departments. The committee decided to cut
the departments' funding, but, after
many debates, agreed to offer the
departments a chance for $10,000
each.

Both departments will have to
meet with the S&A Committee and
reapply for the money.
The committee will face new
issues this fall. The branch campuses
expressed the need to be further
involved with Central by voting and
getting identification cards. All
Central students pay the fee regardless of which campus they attend.
The S&A Committee urged students to attend meetings to help
decide how student money is spent.
"Students should have an active
voice of where money goes," Grigg
said.

ASCWU•BOD

STUDENT PETITION: The Student Government (BOD) is currently initiating a drive for student signatures .
If you are tired of seeing the disappearance of valued faculty, staff and administration who preserve the essence of
student growth, stand up and sign your name to the future of Central Washington University!
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE CLASS: Thanks to your support, ASL 1 will be offered this year,
spring quarter at the latest, in the Foreign Language Department. The search(for a new instructor is underway.
EQUITY AND SERVICES COUNCIL:
GALA - Gay And Lesbian Alliance
WSO - Women's Student Organization
SAFE - Students for an Assault-Free Environment
NUTS - Not Unlike Traditional Students
ABLE - Accessibillty, Belonging, Learning, Equality
For more information, stop by SUB 116 or call Tiffany Barr at 963-1693.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING: This Friday at 1:00 p.m. in Barge 412, the highest decision making body for C.W.U. will be meeting and.discussing issues pertaining to us, the students. Be there!
STUDENT INTERESTS: If you are interested in politics, having a voice on campus,. or seeing change, we
have just the place for you! Get involved as a tuition and fee-paying student of this school as well as a taxpayer of the
state of Washington by stopping by SUB 116 and talking with your student government. There are many ways in which
you can contribute to your future and the future of Central Washington University.

(. . . YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT (SUB 116, 963-1693):
Kristy Gillespie, President
Mike Grigg, Executive Vice President
Sarah Schacht, Vice President for Political Affairs
Josh Kilen, Vice President for Academic Affairs
Tiffany Barr, Vice President for Equity and Community Services
Bill Salcedo, Vice President for Student Life and Facilities
Mindy Widmyer, Vice President for Organizations
This is an advertisement paid for by the Associated Students of Central Washington University.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY
The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be submitted by 5 p.m., Monday before the week of publication. Letters
must be typewritten and less than 350 words.
All letters must include your name and phone number for verification. In addition, only one letter a month will be accepted from ari
individual.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, CENTRAL,
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435; observer@cwu.edu or by fa:' at (509)
963-1027.

Observance
Pointing fingers
won't end violence
I've heard both sides of the argument; 'guns kill,"
and 'guns don't kill people... people kill people.' I guess
neither are true. In light of recent lawsuits, apparently
-gun manufacturers kill people. Go figure.
.
This week Colt Manufacturing (makers of the Colt
45 and the M-16 rifle) announced that after 160 years
of gun making, it will close its doors to the public. This
is a move to avoid 28 impending lawsuits, blaming the
company for shootings across the country. In February,
a court in New York, decided that Colt's marketing
practices make it liable for gun violence, even with
stolen weapons. Colt figured it would get out before
legal problems forced it into bankruptcy.
While I have typically been all for gun control, I
cannot help but think there is something terribly wrong
with this scenario. The beef I have is not with violence,
or wanting to respond to it; my problem is with pointing fingers everywhere but at ourselves. Gun manufacturers did not put guns in the hands of two young men
at Columbine High School and tell them to kill any
more than anyone else did. If we say that gun manufacturers are liable for gun violence, we may as well
begin the lawsuit against Chicago Cutlery for stabbings, Raid for poisonings; and Chevron for arson.
No one person or group is responsible for violence;
it's a tragedy that belongs to us all. Lawsuits and scapegoats only serve to muddy the waters because they
make us forget that the onus of this epidemic is partially our own.
With each tragedy that ticks away, we find more
and more quick fixes to problems. Pass a new policy,
make a new rule, declare a holiday, and make a bunch
of public service announcements. We chip away at our
individual freedoms until we are regulating everything
down to the color of our socks and things still haven't
changed.
These solutions never . work for long because
they're not addressing the real issue. We as a society
need to rethink our views on guns and violence. We
need to stop having the attention spans of a common
house fly and actually pay attention and really care
when violence happens. We need to take responsibility
for ourselves, our families , and our communities.
Sue all of the gun manufacturers and eventually
guns may fade and disappear. But until our societal ills
are faced, how long until something else takes their
place?

-Carrina Galloway
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University Store says Online
bookstores are selling a line
To the Editor,
I read with interest the article entitled
"Online bookstores barter for students" in
the Oct. 7 edition of The Observer. As the
article indicates, with the recent proliferation of Web sites devoted exclusively to
college textbook sales, students now have
more avenues than ever before for securing
their textbooks. Varsitybooks.com was the
first major Online textbook site, but was
soon followed by a host of other sites. It is
also worth noting that many of these sites
are funded by large corporate dollars, are
.well-organized, and very user friendly.
Although not all of these sites will last as
viable business ventures, it seems certain
that some will, simply because they will
provide better service at a cheaper cost to
students. If our staff at the University Store
on campus cannot provide the highest quality service for the best price, regardless of
the competition, we aren't doing our job.
That said, the words 'truth' and 'advertising' have always been strange bedfellows, if not contradictions in practice. But
it was especially rewarding that The
Observer provided a price comparison of
the textbook prices on campus with four
other Online vendors, one of whom was
Varsitybooks.com. Our prices were cheaper than all four vendors; more interesting,
Varsitybooks.com's full-page advertisement in the same edition of The Observer

claiming a 40 percent savings on textbooks
prices was shown to be a rather curious
advertisement claim at best. Online vendor
claims of '10 percent to 40 percent lower
textbook prices than your local college
bookstore' may be truthful in some cases,
but have no validity in context to textbook
prices at the University Store.
As was mentioned in The 'Observer, we
began offering both new and used textbooks (and more ...) Online in September.
Taking either credit care, financial aid, or
simply charging your student account as
payment options, we filled nearly 300
orders before classes even began. All of
these orders were boxed, rung through our
cash register system, and available for
pick-up on the Monday of the first week of
classes-all at no extra charge!! We'll begin
taking Online orders for Winter quarter
2000 on Dec. 6. We invite you to compare
our pricing with other textbook providers,
confident that we indeed are providing the
best service at the lowest price.
David Hess
University Store Manager

Groundskeepers praised for
upkeep of athletic facilities

to prepare both the athletic fields and intramural fields for student use. They often
have a thankless and difficult job repairing
the effects caused by the amount of wear
and tear placed on these fields.
Additionally, the fact that athletics and
intramurals are consistently using these
facilities heightens the challenge since
there is a very small window of time for the
grounds staff to make necessary repairs
and improvements.
The grounds staff worked feverishly
throughout the summer to fill holes and
oversee these fields to make them fit for
our use once again. Most people do not
realize that a large portion of our field
space does not contain an automatic sprinkler system. Therefore, the grounds staff
must spend much time during the hot summer months moving cumbersome, aboveground piping in order to keep the fields
alive and thriving.
Many of their efforts may go unnoticed
by the masses, but we want to send a hearty
"thank you" to the grounds staff for the
ways in which they help us succeed in our
mission. We all know we do not have "prefect" fields or an abundance of fields, but
we thank them for their efforts to give our
students a place to enjoy athletic and intramural competition. Thanks for allowing
CWU students to reap the benefit of your
labors on a daily basis.

To the Editor,
We would like to publicly thank the
grounds crew for their hard work and effort

Steve Waldeck & John Duncan
University Recreation & Intramural
Sports

Person On the Street
Should gun makers be held accountable for gun violence?
"It's not their
responsibility
to keep guns
out of the
hands of
killers."
-Kelsey Campbell
junior, law and
justice

"I don't think
they should
be sued. But
it might make
them more
cautious in
the future"
- 1 -Chris

Brookins
junior, business
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"It's a person's
choice to pull
the trigger, not
the manufacturer's."
-Jeremy Kelly
graduate student,
public policy

DEADLINES
Listed below are the deadlines for The Observer. The Observer
office, located in Bouillon room 222, is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to .
5 p.m
Submissions can be brought to the office or by mail, The Observer,
CWU, Ellensburg, WA 98926 or by fax at 963- 1027.
• Friday, 5 p.m. - Entertainment, meetings, calendar events for the
Wildcat Week planner, Buzz Bin. • Monday, 3p.m. - Letters to the
editor, Spectacle and weekend sports information.

• Thu.rsday, 5 p.m. - Display ads. • Monda'y, 5 p.m. - Classified ads.
To place advertising contact your advertising representative, calJ the
Observer business office at (509) 963- 1026 or fax information to
963-1027.
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To be included in the meetings calendar, stop by
Bouillon 222, call 963-1073, or fax information to 9631026.

MEETINGS
•••

Shaw-Smyser 114, 6 p.m.
Association of Construction Managers
Hogue 212, 6 p.m.
SOMIS
Shaw-Smyser, 6 p.m.
GALA
SUB Owhi room, 6 p.m.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
SUB Yakama room, 7 p.m.
SALT Co.
CMA Church (14th and B St.), 8 p.m.

CWU Flight Team
Flight Center, 7 p.m.

Oasis Christian Fellowship
First Presbyterian Church (3rd Ave), 7 p.m.
Young Life
Director's House, 6 p.m.

Check out Observer Online
International Radio and Television Society (IRTS)
Bouillon 215, noon
Washington Student Lobby
SUB 210, 5 p.m.
Roots and Shoots
SUB, 5 p.m.
Accounting Club

Get daily updates on sports,
news and entertainment at:
www.cwu.edu/ --Observer
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------------------------Come to Cats Convenience Store to get a 12 pack of
Coca-Cola• classic and a Memo Board for only $2.99*.
*While supplies last.
01999 The Coca-Cola Company. "Coca-Cola," "Coke," and the Red Disk Icon are registered trademarks of The Coca-Cola Company.
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Monday, Oct. 18 is the start of Red Ribbon Week
and Rideshare Week. Red Ribbon Week symbolizes
the commitment to a drug-free America and
Rideshare Week encourges commute alternatives.

Homecoming Week celebration kicks off
by Christina Lee
Staff reporter
The spirit of Homecoming visits
Central before Halloween as students
and faculty prepare to celebrate
Homecoming Week.
Sounds of laughter and cheers
were heard Tuesday night in Club
Central when Aaron Delay, Mr.
Barto, was crowned Mr. Central and
Meredith Dixon, Miss Barto, was
crowned Miss Central.
The evening started with 13 couple contestants from Hitchcock, Sue
Lombard,
Stephens-Whitney,
Carmody-Munro, Sparks, Davies,
Beck, Moore, Muzzal, Barto, AlMonty, Quigley and Meisner Halls
competing for the title of Mr. and
Miss Central.
Club Central quickly began to fill
with eager dorm residents already
fired up to cheer on their favorite
contestants.
Students were not only excited
about the Mr. and Miss Central program, but were also anticipating the
excitement-packed
week
of
Homecoming.
"I am excited because homecoming is a school-bonding activity,"
Yoko Kan, a freshman from Bothell,
said.
School pride is also a theme
throughout Homecoming Week, and
students seem ready to show their
colors.
"Homecoming is a time for pride
in Central's past and present," Bill
Salcedo, BOD Vice President for
Student Life and Facilities, said.
"This is a time for pride and the celebration of being a Wildcat."
This year's Homecoming activities will continue tonight in
Nicholson Pavilion with Midnight
Madness beginning at 10:30 p.m.
Tomorrow an outdoor showing of
"The Waterboy" can be viewed at
Tomlinson Field at 7:00 p.m.
Also tomorrow, in the SUB
Ballroom, the Alumni Office Big
Band Dance will feature professor
Tom Gause and his student musicians, known as the "Big Band,"

from 8 p.m. to 11 :30 p.m.
Dan Jack, Executive Director of
Alumni
Association
thinks
Homecoming Week is a great way
for Central alumni to give back to,
and celebrate with, their alma mater.
"One of our missions is to connect and reconnect alumni through
the Association, and one way of
doing that is through Homecoming,"
Jack said.
Friday night's activities help students get the adrenaline pumping for
Saturday's Homecoming football
game against Western.
"I think Homecoming is great
because it shows off our school spirit," Sam Chan, a senior in actuarial
science, said.
On Saturday morning the CWU
Service Learning and Volunteer
Center is sponsoring the Eighth
Annual ATWANA River Run.
Participants can choose between a
three or 10 mile walk/run which will
begin and end at Irene Rinehart
Riverfront Park located along the
Yakima River.
The ATWANA River Run will
give participants the chance to
explore the Kittitas Valley while
helping the United Way of Kittitas
County.
"The center is eager to support
any opportunity that combines quality student and parent time with an
important community activity such
as the ATWANA River Run,"
Lorinda Anderson-Ramsdell, CWU
Service Learning and Volunteer
Center coordinator, said.
After a dose of early morning
exercise, a tailgate lunch at the north
end of Tomlinson Field by the
Alumni Office will provide some
fuel before the football game.
Saturday night will conclude with
the Residence Hall Council (RHC)
Homecoming Dance in the SUB
Ballroom from 9 p.m. to I a.m.
"It is a great honor to be involved
in planning an event so that the students can come and have fun after we
beat Western," Jake Scott, RHC
Chair, said.
Homecoming Week activities

(Above) Wellington the
Wildcat shows good
sportsmanship as he visits
with
a
Western
Washington University
cheerleader during last
year's Homecoming
football game.
(Right) Miss Al-Monty,
Christen Miller, tries to
relive her childhood
dreams of stardom by
competing in the Mr. and
Miss Central competition
Tuesday night in Club
Central.
(Above) Observer file photo
(Right) Kim Nowacki/Observer

come to a close on Sunday with the
Central Celebrity Golf Tournament at
the Ellensburg Golf & Country Club
beginning at noon. Chimposium
workshops will also run from 12:30
p.m. to 2 p.m. at the Chimpanzee and
Human Communication Institute.
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Body art hits Ellensburg
Local galleries
provide options
by Cara Lanctot
Staff reporter

by Noelle Timoshuk
Staff reporter
A very near and dear friend of
mine liked to compl_ain that
Ellensburg has about as much culture as a cup of yogurt.
While he may echo the opinion
and/or behavior of many Central
students, believe it or not, there is
a lot more to be experienced in
this town.
Ellensburg has an art scene my
friend apparently didn't discover
while he was here. Here is a look
at what is going on in the art scene
downtown.
·
Gallery One
Gallery One is a community
non-profit art gallery currently
hosting
two
exhibits-the
Washington Potter's Association
Show, and works from local artist
and Central M.F.A graduate Don
Brontsema.
In the months of November
and December, the gallery will
exhibit works from Central photography student John Holmgren.
November 5 will mark the
opening of the gallery's holiday
show and sale, with a collection of
jewelry and handmade collectable
ornaments from local artist Mary
Corman, and Ellensburg's First
Friday Art Walk, when local galleries and businesses display art
collections to the public from 5
p.m. to 7 p.m.
Frances said there are not a lot
of opportunities for local artists,
and that GalJery One is a good
place to get the word out that there
are some really strong artists in
Central Washington.
Amby Edinger Art Gallery
The Amby Edinger Art Gallery
is a traditional fine art gallery
which represents one or more
artists monthly.
Some 40 nationally and internationally collected artists are featured in the gallery, including

local artist Leo E. Osborne.
"With his stature as a world
class artist, the gallery seems to
continually feature him," owner
Reuben Edinger said.
Osborne does not keep his art
restricted to limited forms of
media.
"I am very diversified in my
approach, and not restrictive,"
Osborne said. "I keep the creative
juices flowing by keeping it
expansive, without limits and
without holding it in."
Edinger said the only importance in art is how one feels, that
aesthetics are relative to a person's life experience.
"Art is a talisman to your soul,
your spirit, to the deep you. You
might be afraid to embrace it completely. But when you embrace
something that puts you in touch
with yourself, you find your deep
you," Edinger said.
Clymer Museum of Fine
Arts Gallery
The Fine Arts Gallery at the
Clymer is currently showing a
landscape exhibit, "Scenes from
the Country."
The exhibit features works
from the Women Painters of
Washington, a 60 year-old organization comprised of 125 professional artists from the Puget
Sound region.
"I thought they were the most
wonderful group that I have
worked for, and they were so willing to bring this show to Central
Washington, because they usually
don't show on this side," curator
Randle Sharpe said.
There are 21 artists showcased,
with paintings and drawings done
in a variety of media such as oil,
watermedia, acrylic,
sumi,
graphite, and pastel.
"These are women painters
who are not hobbyists, they are
serious. This is what they do for
their livelihood," Sharpe said.

Dr. Myron Under
Dr. Sandy Under
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uesday - Friday
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sat. 9:00 am - 12 Noon

314 North Pearl
962-8977

Creative Skin Designs and Sugar
Babies Tattooing and Piercing are
giving art and self-expression a permanent place in downtown
Ellensburg.
Creative Skin Designs is owned
by Darrell Wynn, who tattooed in
Grandview for more than seven years
before moving to Ellensburg two and
a half months ago.
''There wasn't an artist up here

(Above) Owner of
Creative Skin
Designs, Darrell
Wynn, has hopes
that satisfied customers will draw
people ·in.
(Right) Clayton
Merritt, tattoo artist
at Sugar Babies
Tatooing and
Piercing, gives
Janice McDonald a
colorful addition to
her back.

when I chose Ellensburg. It was an
untapped market," Wynn said.
"Everyone had to drive to Yakima or
Wenatchee, and there are a lot of
people without cars."
Wynn decided to go into tattooing
in 1990 when his uncle, who had an
unfinished, full-spread tattoo from
shoulder to shoulder and neck to
waistline, told him he could finish
the design if he learned to tattoo.
His uncle died two and a half
years later, before Wynn had the
chance to finish the design.

Wynn was urged to pursue his
career when his mother told him he
had good art work and should "get
off his ass and do something."
So far business has been somewhat slow for Creative Skin Designs.
Wynn said it is due to his location
which is off the beaten path, and all
of his advertisement has been
through word-of-mouth.
Wynn's customers come from
Central and Ellensburg, but the
majority have not been students.
"I gave a 52 year-old lady her first
tattoo two weeks ago," Wynn said.
Wynn was clear to point out he
does not tattoo people under the age
of 18 or people who are intoxicated.
Creative Skin Designs is open
Tuesdays through Saturdays and is
located at 314 E. 4th St. Call 9259080 for more information.
Sugar Babies Tattooing and
. Piercing, owned by Melody Malek
and Xavier Cavazos, opened three
months ago.
"We have had no difficulties,"
Malek said. "[Ellensburg] has been
really friendly with us."
Sugar Babies' staff consists of
two body piercers, Malek and Phil
Sotelo, and three tattoo artists,
Cavazos', Clayton Merritt, and Soren
Sallquist.
Cavazos apprenticed for two
years in New York City and has been
tattooing for seven years.
"It's a good way to express
myself creatively," Cavazos said.
Choices of piercing jewelry are
on display in a glass case at the front
of Sugar Babies.
"Our goal is to have more jewelry
than anyone in Eastern Washington,"
Malek said.
A future plan for Sugar Babies
includes a visit from well-known tattoo artist, Dan Paolucci, before the
beginning of winter quarter.
Sugar Babies does not tattoo people who are intoxicated, but will tattoo 16 year-olds who are accompanied by their parent or guardian and
have photo identification.
Sugar Babies is open seven days a
week and is located at 109 W. 3rd St.
and can be reached by phone at 9334878.
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Austin's Eats was
filled with music
and poetic lyrics
Saturday night
when John
Bennet, local
poet, shared his
"shard" poems
with an
enthusiastic
audience.
Bennett will give
his next readings
in New York City
and San
Francisco.

Musical poetry
fills Austin's Eats
by Kim Nowacki

ing he has done.
"John Bennett is riveting, he
speaks for Ellensburg and our generJamming music spilled out the ation,'' Robin Olson, an Ellensburg
doors of Austin's Eats Saturday resident, said. "We need more of
night, drawing people in to hear local this."
poet and publisher John Bennett.
Cuts from Bennett's CD, "Rug
Bennett played his harmonica Burn," played throughout the
accompanied by guitarist, Justin evening. The actual CD was held
Davis, drummer, Sean Maupin, and · hostage down the street in a U.P.S.
bassist/flutist, Jamie Pitts. Bennett truck until Monday morning.
then read to the crowd of 60 people,
As Bennett said in one of his
who gathered to share in something poems, "people tie things down to '
reminiscent of Greenwich Village simulate order."
years ago.
"Rug Bum" combines Bennett's
Bennett was born in Brooklyn, "shard" poems with hip-hop beats,
but his travels have spanned much of loops, and samples played and prothe globe. Bennett started a publish- duced by local hip-hop band Log
ing company in Munich, Germany Hog.
and has spent time in New Orleans
"Its great to hear hip-hop music :"'\
and San Francisco before settling in so original and 'real' in Ellensburg,"
Ellensburg 24 year ago.
Barry Herron, philosophy senior,
Bennett woke up one morning said.
with the phrase "the ghost of Tokyo
Bennett will give his next readRose" in his head and set off on a ings in San Francisco and New York
new style of writing.
City. These performances coincide "After 30 years of writing I have with the release of "The Outlaw
a right to do (this style)," Bennett Bible of American Poetry," in which
said to the audience of students, six of his "shard" poems appear.
friends, and passers by.
Bennett will return to Ellensburg
This was the birth of Bennett's in late October to read selections
"shard" poems.
from "Ragged Lion," a book he has
Bennett said these "shard" poems recently edited and published. [
are a fused genre, totally sponta- "Ragged Lion" is a tribute to the poet
neous, and the cleanest, purest writ- Jack Michline.

Staff reporter

Kim Nowacki/Observer

Dinner Theatre presents "Oh, Coward!" 6
p.m., Tower Theatre- tickets $25, prepaid
reservations required

Homecoming Dance, 9 p.m., SUB
Ballroom- $6 single/ $10 couple, ID
required

"Same-Sex, Different Cultures- An
Anthropologist Looks At Sexual Diversity
Today" 7 p.m., SUB Theater

CWU Celebrity Golf Tournament, noon,
Ellensburg Golf & Country Club- $12

"Midnight Madness." 10:30 p.m.,
Nicholson Pavilion

Brunch Theatre presents "Oh, Coward!"
noon, Tower Theatre- $20, prepaid reservations required

Study Abroad Fair, 1O a.m. to 4 p.m., SUB
pit
"Teaching About Sexual Diversity and
Society: The Issue of Individual and
Cultural Differences," 3 p.m., Black Hall
150
Dinner Theatre presents "Oh, Coward!" 6
p.m., Tower Theatre- $25, prepaid reservations required

Chimposium, 12:30 p.m. & 2 p.m.,
Chimpanzee & Human Communication
Institute- $10 adult/$7.50 student, prepaid reservations required

Academic Skills Drop-in Lab, 1 p.m. - 4
p.m., Monday - Thursday, Bouillon 101
Start of "Law of the Range: Portraits of
Old-Time Brand Inspectors," runs through
Nov. 19, Sara Spurgeon Art Gallery,
Randall Hall

Parent's' Weekend early registration, 6
p.m. to 8 p.m., SUB info booth.
Big Band Homecoming Dance, 8 p.m. to
11 :30 p.m., SUB Ballroom- $5
Open Mic, 8 p.m. to 11 p.m., Austin's Eats
on Main Street- $2, open to all ages

8th Annual "ATWANA" Run I Walk, 8:30
a.m. registration for 10 a.m. start,
Rinehart Park. Call 963-1643 for registration forms
Chimposium, 9:15 a.m. & 10:45 a.m.,
Chimpanzee & Human Communication
Institute- $10 adult/$7.50 student, prepaid
reservations required
Pre-game tailgate lunch, 11 a.m., north
end of Tomlinson Stadium- $5 to $6
Homecoming football game, 1 p.m.,
Tomlinson Stadium- $6 general/ free to
Central students
Dinner Theatre presents "Oh, Coward!" 6
p.m., Tower Theatre- $25, prepaid reservations required
Comedian Dave Anderson, 7:30 p.m.,
Club Central- $3 CWU students, $5 general
~

Brown Bag Series presents "Know Your
Rights," noon, SUB Owhi
Classic Film Series presents "Central
Station," 6:30 p.m., McConnell
Auditorium- $2.50

((. .. On{y probfem Ulitli tliis pface,
is eventuaCCy you fiave to Ceave! ''

AA meeting, noon, SUB 107
"Romantic Trio: Music from Late
Nineteenth-Century Germany," 8 p.m.,
Hertz Recital Hall

- 5l & P, J-fefena, !Montana
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Irene Farrera, 7 p.m., Club Central
"Using Socrates Three Questions," 7
i).m., SUB Theater

(jift Certificates Yl.vaila6{e

.91.{{ theme

rooms fiave Jacuzzis,
'Down comforters, .Large TV's, o/C~ ~frigerators,
:A/Pn-smo/(jng. :NP pets.

Do you have an event you
want to publicize? Call
Elizabeth Belts at 963-1073,
fax 963-1027, or e-mail me at
beltse@cwu. ed u

9{.ates from $89, Sun. - 'Thurs.
from $99 :Fri. - Sat.
1720 Canyon Rd. Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509)962-8030 or (800)533-0822 Fax (509)962-8031
Visit our Website: http:/ /www.ellensburg.com/-goosecrk/
E-mail: goosecrk@ellensburg.com
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ROTC scrambles to win Ranger Challenge

(Top) Travis
Rager watches as
fell ow cadets
Mike Piscopo
and Pete Doman
assist Shelley
Mallet across a
rope bridge
during practice.
(Right) Army
ROTC cadets
Pete Doman,
Jacob Cecka,
Jason Lacomb
and Mike
Piscopo
prepare for the
Ranger
Challenge.

by Eric Overman
Staff reporter
Nine cadets from Central' s Army
ROTC Wildcat Battalion will compete at the annual Ranger Challenge
competition at Fort Lewis on Oct.
22-23.
The Ranger Challenge gives
teams from seven universities the
opportunity to compete in five physically and mentally challenging
events: physical training test, rope
bridge building, grenade throwing,
land navigation and a lOk (6.2 mile)
rucksack run.
"You want to beat them just as
bad as they want to beat you and by
the end of the day you're just
smoked." Cadet Jake Cecka, a senior,
said.
The first day of competition

begins with a physical training test
consisting of two minutes of pushups, two minutes of sit-ups and a
two-mile run .
. On the second day, the cadets will
compete in the final four events.
In the grenade throw competition,
the cadets must sprint 50 meters, dive
behind a log and then throw four
hand grenades at a target 35 meters
away.
The land navigation competition
divides the group into three threeperson teams that will have 90 minutes to reach as many target areas as
possible.
Each target area is worth different
amounts of points depending on the
location of the target.
The event carries a maximum of
40 points.
The rope bridge construction
competition requires the cadets to
secure a rope across a tall ravine and
transport all team members to the
other side without touching the water
below. Once finished, the team must
do it all over again at another location.
The final event of the competition, and the most difficult, will be
the lOk rucksack run.
In full gear, cadets must carry a
rifle and a 40 pound ruck sack on
their backs.
Cecka said he hopes they can finish the run in under 55 minutes.
Central's most difficult opponent
will be the University of Washington,
but the cadets know Central will be
tough competition this year.
"We'll be in the top three," team
captain, senior Pete Doman, said. "I
would be surprised if we weren't."
Sergeant Major Stuart Johnston,
Army Ranger and senior ROTC

instructor, trains fourteen cadets, but
must choose nine to meet competition requirement.
Eleven male and three female
cadets are competing for a position
on the team.
· Johnston said he plans to take a
co-ed team to the competition this
year.
Junior Cadet Kristel Beard, one of
the three females vying for a position, said the competition is tough.
Six of the 14 cadets training competed in the competition last year.
"That's really helped us because
last year hardly any people transitioned over from the previous year,"
Johnston said. "That gives us a really good training base."
Cadets competing for a spot on
the Ranger Challenge team must add
vigorous physical training to their
schedules.
They train twice a day, five days a
week.
Their day begins at 6 a.m. with a
three to seven mile run followed by
push-ups and sit-ups.
In the afternoon, the cadets meet
to work on perfecting competition
events.
"If there is anything you could
stress, it's they're working really
really hard and they're getting very
tired, but nobody is forcing them to
do it," Johnston said. "It's entirely
voluntary."
Johnston said the events teach the
cadets military and leadership skills,
physical fitness and teamwork.

Washington School of Professional Psychology

Changing the Face
or Psychology
"-rv o be involved in the high quality and demanding
psychology program offered at WSPP_that moves learning
from theory to clinical practice bas helped my work
with my clients,while increasing my knowledge
of the field.,,Paul Jordan
WSPP Student

From traditional private practice to
corporations, from counseling centers to
board rooms, today's psychologists and
professional counselors are finding endless
opportunities waiting for them.

Doctorate in Clinical Psychology (Psy.D.)
• 1V1a.ster of Arts in Clinical Psychology (M_.A.)

WASHINGTON
SCHOOL of
PROFESSIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY

Washington School of
Professional Psychology
4649 Sunnyside Avenue North, Seattle, WA

206-545-9107
www.WSPPsych.org
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Wildcat Sports Calendar
Football: Saturday vs. Western Washington - Cascade Cup,
Tomlinson Stadium, 1 p.m.
Volleyball: Tonight at Montana State-Billings - Billings, Mont.
7 p.m. Saturday at Western New Mexico - Silver City, N.M. 7
p.m.
Soccer: Sunday at Seattle University - Seattle, 1 p.m.
Cross Country: Saturday at Western Washington Invitational
- Lake Padden, Bellingham
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Another
vet shot
at the
Vikings

Vikings
plan to
silence
Central

Editor's Note: The
two columns appearing in today's paper
will run in tomorrow's
Western Front (WWU
student newspaper).

To those at
Western
and
Central:
About a year
ago, I wrote a
column about our ~ friends at
Western that some found ~
ft:tftfly- offensive.
Well, I'd like to tell all those I
offended ~ I'm
sorry.
My intent was to ~
make some humorous remarks about
a fine institution of higher ~
learning. It was not meant to~
~hurt or offend.
I apologize for calling Western a
pot smoking hippie school. It was
~wrong. Those types of comments were weren't needed.
As a journalist, I should be
a very objective person who shows
no favorites ~ and no
dislikes ~· So for that,
I apologize~I truly hope you Re, er ferget
"kat I seia could put what I said
behind you and that those at Western
will come to Ellensburg and play in
a spirited 81:1tt kieleiRg ef WesterR
football contest on Saturday.
No longer should there be hard
feelings as part of this eRe sises
rivalry. Each school has a longstanding tradition of football excellence eiceef3t WesterR. Let's just hope
it continues.
And so what if we've ~
) 81:1 ae 11 R8RS seat ) 81:1 like tRe le 11
life aFHeeaa ye1:1 are won the last
three Cascade Cups (seffletJ:iiRg
tkese at WesterR "ill Re , er get tkeir
gr1:18B)' little J:iaRes eR). They have
been well-played games in which
Central FHaee WesterR leelc lilce ffi)
16 ) ear els ee1:1SiR S fl0WSef f'll:lff
teaffi ee1:1l8, I e seateR tJ:ieFH has been
fortunate to win.
I was a little dismayed though, to
find out that tkese f38l sFHelciRg,
1
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Wildcats and Vikings meet
in Homecoming showdown
by Tim Bottorff

Stai! reporter
The rivalry between Western
Washington University and Central
is no secret in the State of
Washington. However, few know
of the history behind the addition of
the trophy known as the Cascade
Cup.
Dan Jack, executive director of
the Alumni Association at Central,
was an integral part of the trophy's
history.
In November 1995, Jack
watched a playoff football game
between Western and Central.
Western was ranked No. 1 in the
NAIA at the time, but the Wildcats
won 28-21. The rivalry between the
two teams fueled the energy of the
crowd and players.

"I noticed the enthusiasm and
tremendous crowd spirit in that stadium," Jack said.
A couple of weeks later, Jack
met with Chris Goldsmith, the
alumni director at Western. They
decided something should be done
to help promote and encourage the
rivalry between the two universities.
In August 1996, Goldsmith
called Jack with a proposal.
Western's Alumni Board agreed
Central and Western should play for
a trophy similar to the University of
Washington and Washington State
University's Apple Cup.
Central's Alumni Association
approved the proposal. The trophy
was made in Bellingham and the
$300 cost was split evenly between
the two Alumni Associations. The

trophy was named the Cascade
Cup, for the rivalry that spans a
shared mountain range.
The trophy was brought to
Tomlinson Stadium on Oct. 26,
1996 for the first Cascade Cup
game. The Wildcats beat the
Vikings 34-20.
Since that inaugural Cascade
Cup game, Central has played
Western twice and won both times.
The possession of the trophy has
never been relinquished to Western.
In 1997, the Wildcats knocked
off Western 36-22 in Ellensburg.
Last year, Central beat Western in
Bellingham 33-26. For Ty Nunez,
Central senior wide receiver, the
game had special meaning.
"It's my favorite game I've ever

See CUP, Page 13

A high point
in one of the most
heated small-college rivalries in
the state, the
Central-Western
football game,
has been played for longer than anyone needs to remember. It's become
a mainstay in the academic year. The
bad blood built up, in almost 90
meetings, transforms what would be
a normal Saturday into a loud, protracted festival of violence and
debauchery. Truly a wholesome
American experience.
But the normal electricity surrounding this football institution
seems different this season.
Something is definitely in the air.
Western is going to win, at
Central, for the first time in 22 years.
Both teams are riding multigame win streaks into the game, and
are playing aggressive football
sparked by strong defenses. But the
Vikings remain poised to collect one
of the biggest wins in the program's
history, and silence Ellensburg's
fans for the rest of the athletic year.
What has been building up as one
of the most exciting installments of
this rivalry should be a defensive
gem. The Vikings lead the nation in
rushing defense, giving up a paltry
65 yards per game. Over Western's
current four-game win streak, opponents have rushed for 199 net yards.
None of this should sound very
inviting to Dan Murphy, who took
such a beating in Central's win last
year it looked like he'd been taking
shots of Wild Turkey before the
fourth quarter began.
Central answers with a defensive
unit Western coach Rob Smith called
"outstanding." The Wildcats rank
No. 1 in the CFA in total defense,
20th nationally, allowing only 251
yards per game. The offense has ·
been impressive too, with Murphy
and receivers Ty Nunez and Ryan
Seal.
"The combination of the
receivers they have and the runnirig
game has taken the; pressure off the
quarterback and allowed him to gain
valuable experience," Smith said of

See VIKS, Pag~ J3
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VIKS:
Balanced
offense
key for ·
Western
Continued from Page 12
the Wildcats.
Translation:
When
Pete
Kalasountas isn't handing off to
Murphy or Nat Conley, he will be
running for his life.
Western's defense is keyed · by
the play of its defensive line, which
has been phenomenal thus far. The
combination of Mark Bone and Matt
"The Diesel" Alderman has proven
to be a handful, if not downright
fatal, for all of Western's opponents.'
Western's offense has found
much · more balance this season. A
big reason is the emergence of junior college transfer Gorgio ·Usai,
who has rushed for 133 yards in
each of the last two games. The
fledgling running game has also
received help from sophomore quarterback Scott Mitchell, who has 1~7
rushing yards to go along with his
impressive passing: 87-of-137 for
1,027 yards and 12 touchdowns. The
stat hardest to read is Mitchell's
interception-free streak, now at 137
attempts - a great number to brag
about, but everyone knows a streak
that long has to fall soon.
Also disconcerting for the
Vikings are the miscues, especially
on special teams. 14 of the 48 points
Western has given up in the last 18
quarters came on a blocked punt,
one of four this season, and a fumble
return.
Make no mistake - as hackneyed as it may seem, this game will
come down to big plays. The team
that can score with one or two quick
strikes, preferably early, gains an
enormous edge in a high-intensity
game like this.
Which brings us to our final
example: Westem's Ben Clampitt.
Clampitt's numbers are so astronomical they seem inflated. Witness
the truth and be in awe: Entering his
16th game, the senior wide receiver
already ranks third all-time at
Western. This season, he has 33
catches for 673 yards and eight
touchdowns. He has caught a touchdown in the last seven games and
leads the CFA in all-purpose running, receiving, and scoring.
More than any other factor,
Clampitt's ability to get off controls
Western's game. If he is drawing too
much attention, Usai or Mitchell
will run. Tight end Ben Fairbanks
was a preseason all-America pick by
The Sporting News and Street and
Smiths and is an excellent target for
a scrambling Mitchell. Clampitt's
mere presence draws defenders and
stretches a team, enough for the
Vikings to keep the ball m_oving
until someone slips free - even if
for just one play - and delivers a
teeth-rattling uppercut.
The Vikings are playing smoothly. If the Viks can minimize mistakes and score at least one big one,
not even a surprise appearance by
Jon Kitna can save the 'Cats. That's
right - Western wins at Tomlinson,
35-20, for the first time since 1977.

m

Seeing both sides of the rivalry
by Tony Mayer
Staff reporter

ing philosophy is quite different from
the methods used by head coach John
Zamberlin and his staff at Central.
The Central-Western athletic
"(Westem's coaches) didn't make
rivalry has often featured players it any fun, it was kind of just work,"
tom between ties to both schools.
Dashiell said.
This year, Central sophomore
Dashiell called Central 's coachrunning back· Donovan Dashiell is ing staff during the off-season to see
the link between both programs.
if there would be any room for him in
Dashiell spent his first two years the Wildcat backfield this season.
of college at Western Washington
"We saw him on game tapes last
University in Bellingham. After red- year," Zamberlin said. "He breaks
shirting his first season, he played the tackles well anq has good balance
first seven games last season as a running the football."
reserve running back, averaging just
Despite having only one week of
under four yards per carry with three preparation before the season
touchdowns. A hamstring injury because of injury, Dashiell started the
forced him to sit out the remaining season strong for the Wildcats. He
two games, one of which was ranks third on the team in rushing
Central's 36-21 victory in last year's yardage behind Dan Murphy and Nat
Cascade Cup.
Conley.
After the season ended, Dashiell
Even though he has missed the
pondered whether he wanted to go last two games, he still ranks second
through another season under the in the Columbia Football Association
Vikings' system. He received some in kickoff returns (25 yards per
advice from a good friend of his, return.)
Central student Connor Craig, who
When Western rolls into town
went to Western for a year before · Saturday afternoon, Dashiell will
transferring to Ellensburg.
have only one thing on his mind:
"Craig kept telling me about how 'Tm looking forward to beating
Central had a good team and coach," Western," he said. "I can't really
Dashiell said.
wait."
Dashiell thinks Westem's coach- 1im Bottorff contributed to this article

CENTRAL: Best
rivalry around
performed this year with ~
Attgeles Clif!f!eF All-American qualBSftg eB:PfYittg, VW I 8;ft ii ith Slft:SlEe ity. Clampitt is among the ~
eefltittg ettt e , ef5 ii itt8e ii 8fi , ittg, that hft I eft't eeeft ettrte8 eff the Hele
ett a stfeteheF ) et best around, and
la, ft IRfltfl steriftg, Biflceftsteek i1 e8f
ittg, GFatefHI Qeae listettittg, tree Fairbanks, there's a ii tHlBHg fltlttek
~ Western fans put fish guts
~ talent right there.
on the sidelines before last year's
But let's get back to those~
game. It is not necessary and let's Western fans. It is the support of
make sure we at Central ae tke saflte those •
loyal, •
faithful, •
if ftElt "eFse te tkeflt don't stoop to supportive Viking fans that gives
their team ft eefttaet kigk the fuel to
their level this season.
But getting back to this season's drive the Vikings'~ ship.
And while some Western fans are
efltBRffassfltettt ef '.VesteFR Cascade
Cup.
The
1Q tifltes as fiek
Vikings come in
atta stteeeisk
boasting ~ They have been wellbetter off than
ef the fltest me
us HliFS \/SFk
played games in
ittg, eeeF afittlE
gaftt
f1lR~ eFS
lcttewft te fltRtt which Central made
~
Wildcat
the top-ranked
fans, they do a
rushing defense Western look tfke my
good job of
in all of NCAA
eeittg
eSfltf!lete
16 year
co1:Jsln 's
Division
II.
jftelEasses not
That's quite an powder p1:J# team
flaunting their
accomplishment
BFllitt
co1:Jld beaten them affluence. f!e\1 eF
considering
they've played has been fortunate to
And one last
against ~nning
message to fans
backs on teams
at lEiek estt u.
who fltllke flt)'
Central. Could
11 yeM els eessitt leek like Bllff5' we please try and siRg fltere ef quit
~ have quality
running with the aleeit the trlitk "Western
attacks.
You Suck" chants. They are tTe
It's a defense that lets teams score 8flflFSf1Fiate not needed in a efteabout as often as Ska" R Kefltf! the sitletl rivalry of this magnitude.
new Miss America.
Now, I hope that t~is column
On Saturday though, they'll face does not offend anyone at either
Dan Murphy, a back wha will kftYe school. In the entire Northwest, with
'.Vestefft's eefeese ekasieg kiflt the the exception of Washingtonsaflte "a~ aee "ith the saflte stteeess Washington State, I'd like someone
as :Fat Bast8f8 n as ekasieg MiRi Me to show me a better, more intense
ifl Attstifl: Pe ii eFs ("Get ifl flt) rivalry than Central-Western.
~ test the Vikings.
My goal was to add to this rivalry
But there is more than just ~ by poking some jabs at our friends in
hits aetl tie S) e shirts defense in ktfr Bellingham, not to hurt or offend.
~Bellingham. The Vikings also
But despite all that I've said, there is
have two pre-season All-Americans still one underlying theme that'll
in wide receiver Ben Clampitt and never die, Western you truly do
tight end Ben Fairbanks, who have Suck!
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Angela Barbre/Observer

Central running back Donovan Dashiell has seen both
sides of the Cascade Cup rivalry, playing two years for
Western and now for Central.

CUP: WWU winless
at Central since 1977
Smith said.
Jack is pleased with the contribuplayed in," Nunez said. "It will be tion both Alumni Associations have
nice to bring them home and show made to enhance the rivalry between
them how we do it here."
the two schools.
Western head coach Rob Smith
"Alumni
associations
are
knows there is pressure to win his . supposed to give something back to
first Cascade Cup. Western is look- the institution," Jack said. "We feel
ing for its first win in Ellensburg the Cascade Cup is indicative of not
since 1977.
only the schools' spirit, but the
"Until we win over there, we're student body as well. We hope it will
going to hear about it, so some- add pride and excitement to the
body's got to step forward and do it," game."

Continued from Page 12

(SafeRide/Escort I
CWU SafeRide/Escort Service
is now operating!
Our riew hours are:
8:00pm - 12:30am Sun.-Wed.
8:00pm - 3:00am Thurs.-Sat.

Call 899-0394
for an escort or ride home.
You can also find the Escort ·Service desk
located in the Library lobby.
SafeRide/Escort service is now available
only to CWU students and one guest.
CWU students must show their valid
CWU ID card to ride!
'··

')
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Setter battles through.injury
by Paul-Arrington

Staff reporter
While playing at Portland State University, Central
volleyball setter, Kari St. Martin, was faced with a difficult career choice.
She was suffering from chronic back problems and
was told she couldn't continue to play at Portland State.
-Despite the pain in her back, St. Martin knew she
could still play. She was on her way to Central shortly
after meeting head coach Mario Andaya .
"Coach Andaya told me that he would work with me
and give me a chance to play," St. Martin said.
· St. Martin still plays with the back pain, and the intensity of pain she experiences fluctuates day-to-day.
Through it all, St. Martin is making a huge impact on
the Wildcats volleyball team. Her presence has brought
leadership and maturity to a team that lacked experience
and depth last year.
Voted a team captain by her teammates, St. Martin is
developing into a strong leader.
"Kari has brought good leadership to us ... mentally she
comes in and knows the game and has good rapport with
all of the players," Andaya said.
Through her playing experience, St. Martin has
learned the importance of leadership on the floor and she
works hard to be a strong leader for her team.
"I feel that most of my teammates can look up to me,"
St. Martin said.
St. Martin's consistency has not been disrupted by her
back problems. She leads the team with more than 11
assists per match. St. Martin comes prepared for each
match, knowing she can set every ball that comes her
way.
"It is easy passing to her. If my pass isn't great, she
can still handle it well," senior Susan Adams said.
Although a newcomer to the university, St. Martin is
no stranger to the Central Washington area. At
Eisenhower High School in Yakima, she made the AllState volleyball team in 1995.
She went on to play at Yakima Valley Community
College where she earned Second Team All-America
honors. St. Martin was also selected the 1996 YVCC
Female Athlete of the Year. She then went on to Portland
State University before her back injury caused her to sit
out.
St. Martin has set some very high goals for herself.
She is shooting toward being an All-Conference setter

Heather Trimm/Observer

Wildcat setter Kari St. Martin (No. 7)
transferred from Portland State University
to Central this season.
and her ultimate goal is to make the NCAA Division II
All-American team. Another goal is to stay healthy for
the entire year.
St. Martin is very confident about the team's chances
for success this year. She looks forward to the challenge
of competing for the conference title.
"I'm excited the team is doing so awesome," St.
Martin said.
The Wildcats are at Montana State-Billings today and
Western New Mexico on Saturday. Central plays at home
next on Oct. 29 against Western Oregon.

f!f Wildcat Scoreboard

Godfathers \/Pizza.

VOLLEYBALL

FOOTBALL
Central 43, Humboldt St. 7
Central
7 19 0 17 -- 4 3
Humboldt St. 7 0 0 0 -- 7
CWU - Patterson 99 kickoff return (Morris
kick)
HSU - Dwane 1 run (Cracchiolo kick)
CWU - Morris 33 Field Goal
CWU - Safety, Cheek fell on bad punt snap
in end zone
CWU - Conley 39 run (Morris kick)
CWU - Murphy 3 run (Morris kick)
CWU - Morris 42 Field Goal
CWU - Brathwaite 21 run (Morris kick)

.. Come try my delicious original thicw crust pizza!
It's Pizza, the way pizza was meant to be!"
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Ellensburg
506 S. Main St.
962-1111
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Conference

Western Oregon..... 9-0
Seattle Pacific.....
5-3
Humboldt State...... 5-3
Central Washington ... 3-5
Western Washington .. 3-5
Saint Martin's......
1-7
Northwest Nazarene .. 0-0
Simon Fraser........
0-7
Seattle University..... 0-0

Overall

15-1
15-4
11-6
12-10
6-8
3-14
18-5
7-12

2-9

• CFA Standings
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We Deliver!

West Division
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Overall

Western Wash.
1-0
4-1
Central Wash.
1-0
3-2
Western Oregon
1-4
0-0
Simon Fraser
0-1
3-2
3.3
Humboldt State
0-1
Last week's results
Central Washington 43,
Humboldt State 7
Western Washington 45, Simon Fraser 0
This week's games
Western Wash. @ Central Wash.
Western Oregon@ Humboldt St.
Simon Fraser@ Southern Oregon

11mr;1111m~"il'~
Oct. 9, PLU Invitational, Fort
Steilacoom State Park, Tacoma
Women's Team Score:
1. Central Washington 68
Top Central Finisher
9. Amy Forrey
18:57.2
Men's Team Scores:
11. Central Washington 239
Top Central Finisher
40. Curt Stephan
27:06.8
This week's meet:
Oct. 16 Western Wash. University
Open, Lake Padden Park, Bellingham

Last week's results
Oct. 8, Alaska Anchorage 3, Central
Washington 1
Oct. 9, Alaska Fairbanks 3, Central
Washington 2
This week's games
Oct. 14 Central @ MSU-Billings
Oct. 16 Central @ W. New Mexico

SOCCER
Pacific West Conference Standings
Conference Overall
Seattle Univ.
3- 0- 1 9- 4-1
3. 1-1
Humboldt State ..
7- 4-1
Western Wash.
4. 2· 0 9. 5. 0
Hawaii Pacific..
2· 2- 0 3. 6- 1
Central Wash.
2- 4-0 6-8-0
Western Oregon
2· 6- 0 3. 9- 0
Simon Fraser.......
O· 0- 0 9. 1- 0
NW Nazarene
0- 0- 0 6- 6-0
MSU-Billings
0- 1- 0 4. 6- 0
Last week's results:
Oct. 7, Central 2, Hawaii Pacific 1
Oct. 9, Central 4, NW Nazarene 0
This week's games:
Oct. 17 Central @ Seattle University
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Adkisson named track coach

It's madness ....

by Michaela Wuelfing
Staff reporter
Central's track and field team will
have a familiar face coaching this
year. Kevin Adkisson, Central's head
cross country coach, will also take
over as interim track and field coach
starting this season.
The decision to name Adkisson as
track's head coach came this summer
after John Picha stepped down to
concentrate more on his position as
assistant football coach.
"It's going to be an interesting
year," Adkisson said. "I was a little
stressed out a few weeks back, but
now things are under control."
Adkisson hopes for a smooth
transition this season, as well as
improved organization in recruiting.
He wants recruiting to be more systematic, so the track team, as a
whole, can move forward.
"Our biggest goal is to move up
to the Division II level," Adkisson
said. "Though it's far more difficult
to get to nationals from that level."

In addition, Adkisson wants more
team members to participate in the
National Championships in May. He
feels this can be achieved if more
team members have nationals as their
goal from the start of the season and
maintain an over-all competitiveness
throughout the season.
"It's definitely going to be a
challenge," Adkisson said. "I'm
looking forward to it."
Adkisson's cross country squads
are in the middle of the season and
both the men's and women's teams
are showing great improvement over
last season. He will take over track
responsibilities when the cross country season ends.
Adkisson graduated in 1991 from
Willamette University where he was
involved in both cross country and
track and field. He began working at
Central as an assistant coach while
getting his masters degree.

Heather Trimm/Observer

Kevin Adkisson, Central's
heqd cross country coach,
has been named the
interim head track coach.

Observer file photo

Central students will have the opportunity to meet
this year's men's and women's basketball teams, as
well as to compete for valuable prizes in the annual
Midnight Madness event, taking place tonight at
10:30 in Nicholson Pavilion.
Prizes range from free pizza to an $850 tuition credit
and the competition will be open to all. Bill
McAllister, assistant athletic director and coordinator
of the event, said the evening is designed to thank
students for their" support.

Would you like to get
paid to learn how to
walk backwards and
talk the same time?
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Cool off with the one and
only Blizzard®Flavor Treat! ·
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Use your residence hall vouchers at D.Q. call in your
dorm Blizzard or food order and get a 10% discount.
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Do you love Central
and would like to
share your knowledge
of CWU with prospective students and
their families?
If so, the Central
Visitation Program is
hiring a few good tour
guides!
If you would like to
be one of us, the few,
the proud, the Visitation Staff, come to
first floor Mitchell
Hall and pick up and
application packet from the Central
Visitation Program .
Applications are due
Friday, Oct. 22nd by
5pm.
No Phone Calls, Pleasel
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I 0th & Alder and West Interchange
Ellensburg

Tuesday & Thursday
$1po

.J..
317N. Main

BV & Coke .
Rum & Coke
Screwdriver
Gin & Tonic

962-4141

·-

Interested in officiating
High School or _Jr. High
Basketball?
Call .D ick Eglet
Yakima Valley Officials
(509) 945-2379

I

I
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LOOKING FOR A REWARDING
EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE.?
Join the Bridges team! Seeking
Education, English, Communication
CAR FOR SALE: 1988 FORD
and any other students to work in a
Taurus. 120K miles. $1900. Call
multicultural team environment with
Nao @ 963-8735.
middle school and high school
students in the lower Yakima Valley.
$1500 weekly potential mailing our Call Lois Breedlove, 963-1046.
circulars. No Experience ReDAYBED FOR SALE. White,
quired. Free information packet.
heart-shaped metal frame. $40 or
Call 202-466-1639.
best offer. 962-9684.
10121
WILL BUY VEHICLES, running
or not. $25 - $1000. Call Gary at
962-3220 or Rich at 968-9499

t
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LAPTOP FOR SALE 400 mhzl
64mb RAM/56k modem, 13.3"
screen. Less than month old, still
under warranty! $1599. 962-2847
4 SALE BY OWNER, 4 bedroom

house. 2109 Parklane Ave.
933-1171.
FOR SALE: TRICK BIKE. 1998
Dyno GTO boy's bike with pegs.
Great condition - $100. Call and
leave message. 962-3191.

Classified rates are $3.50 for the
first 15 words and must be prepaid.

STUDENTSUI
FREE CLASSIFIEDS
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLvrn
CALL 963-1026

• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _. _. . . . . •• _. . . . ._._._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1

More than 50 countries around the worldf
Financial Aid Applicablel

y .A,11\!

See you at the...

s'f\JD~

A.Bl\OAD
Friday,
October
15th

National Student
Exchange

l0am-

(Study at another University
within the U.S.!)

4pm
SUB

FOR MORE INFO:
Off ice of International Studies and Programs
(OISP)
Central Washington University

98926-7408
(509) 963-3612
www.cwu.edu/intlprog/ studyabroad. html

Earn academic credit
toward your degree while
experiencing a different
part of the worldl

_ Read the Observer Online for daily news.
Updated every day at www.cwu.edu/-observer
Good tiVtl\es
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------------------------Buy a Coca-Cola® classic from any specially marked on-campus vending
machine and you could win a commemorative Coca-Cola® classic/NFL T-Shirt*.
*Specially marked packaging available in specially marked vending machines. until 11/30/99 or while supplies last. No purchase necessary. Requests for free
game piece must be received by 12/28/99. See specially marked vending machines for details or call 1-800-785-2653.
01999 The Coca-Cola Company. "Coca-Cola" and the Red Disk Icon are registered trademarks of The Coca-Cota Company.

